Minutes of Meeting

Project

Responsible

Museum booking system

Mert Ergun

Attended by
Mert Ergun
Marco Edemanti
Stefano Campanella
Paolo Manca
Alessandro Baggio
Robert Engelmann
Endri Azizi
Sebastian Kunze
Valerio Lucantonio

Location
PoliMi
PoliMi
PoliMi
PoliMi
PoliMi
MDH
MDH
MDH
MDH

Date

27.11.2014

Start-end
time
Location
/type

18.15 – 19:15
Skype

Remarks
Microphone was broken.

1. Scrum
AGENDA: Everybody talks about which task(s) they are dealing with and what is going to be
done next.
DONE: Sebastian worked on new request/requirement from the customer about licensing. He
prepared a document about the licenses of the frameworks we use. This document will be sent
to the customer unless there are no objections from our team.
DONE: Stefano completed the login system and helped his teammates to setup the developing
environment and then he examined the mailing system and permissions.
DONE: Robert set up the development environment. He got an e-mail from the customer about
the permissions and he explained the issue about this. Stefano has some idea about the
permissions and he will write his ideas to drive. Everybody who has an idea about this can
contribute this document.
DONE: Valerio and Endri worked on the tasks on asana. They found a JavaScript library for
calendar view. Right now, they are working on integrating it with the Yii framework. Stefano is
reassigned for the “Define user interface” task. He will extract a layout from Valerio and Endri’s.
work.
DONE: Alessandro worked on his task on asana which is about create and delete booking.
DONE: Mert looked into testing environment, he is going to create sample tests and provide a
tutorial/proposal to the team. There are still points to be discussed with the team.
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DONE: Marco worked on the Yii framework more to get more experienced and he is going to
work with Mert on setting up the testing environment.
DONE: Paolo worked on auto deploy system. He is currently working on setting up the RESTAPI for front end development.

CONCLUSION: Everyone will discuss the tasks/issues with the people who are related to them
separately from the scrum meeting.
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